
BOOK 84

Yerachem lo Ruchuma May

God have mercy on ones born

With Problems. Moshe Siselsender

Thilim Psalms. Does

Prayer really help? Yes

and no . Enigma :Free

will granted by God to

satanic man who will



destroy the weak.

Where is God?

vis -a-vis God's rescue

of the victims ????

Yes and no.

No one can depend

that God will come to

the rescue. One must

prepare for the



contingency that God

will not come to the

rescue. Why ? This is

part of the mystery of

God. No one ever knew

God's ways. Yes, God

exists God has the

power to intervene.

However no one ever



knew what God would

elect to do.

Chapterl5

TRANSLATION

COMMENTARY

Individuals who deny

their Divine historical

roots -Torah Written

and Oral from Sinai



3400 years ago have

no future or rights

no Today

no Tomorrow.

Every honest person

must destroy any form

of recognition to

Unesco that grants

them any authority.



UNESCO passed a

resolution denying Jews

a historical link to

Jerusalem- They

denied the existence

of 4000 years of

History. They Denied

4000 years of Jewish

residence in the Holy



land. They Denied the

existence of Solomon's

Holy Temple 3000

years ago even though

there exists proof from

the Bible historical

sources and

archeology . They

Denied the existence



of the Second Temple

They denied the

existence what

Muslims themselves

admitted that the

Mosqes on the Temple

Mount are the

continuation of the

Jewish Temples that



stood on that site. That

is carved on the walls

of a mosque a few

miles from Jerusalem .

Israel must respond by

annexing the entire

Yehudah and Shomron

The hell with the Arabs

The HELL WITH those



Europeans who will

holler and complain.

Those who can't bite

holler and threaten .

No one will do any

thing. Not one

European will risk their

life for the Palestinians,

Tehilim Chapter 15:1
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Mizmor Ledovid....

King David expressed

his praise and

recognition for the

source of all life-God.

Commentary. Prayer in

essence has multiple

purposes.[l]a human

being the embodiment
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of miracle of miracles-

voices his thanks to

God for the miracle of

life-birth and

survival[2] Prayer is

also an opportunity to

beg our Father in

heaven for his help that

our endeavors be
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successful. Man must

do must act must

advocate. God will not

do it for him /her. God

will assist. There exists

an enigma about the

relationship between

man and God . In a

universe created by
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God free will is God's

gift to man. Man can

use his free will to be

the copy of God in his

/her behavior toward

other humans and

animals. Or man can

elect to be the
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anti-god. Man has the

power to destroy the

world -with atomic and

non conventional

weapons. What

happens when man

turns into SatanfGod

certainly has the power

to over power such
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Satanic man. However

not always does God

intervene. The

holocaust when 6

million Jews and 1

million Jewish children

were exterminated by

the Nazis with the

blessing of all the
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Europeans and the

Roosevelt

administration is a

prime example of God's

decision not to

interfere with the free

will of the Satanic Nazis

and Europeans.
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The defeat of the

Nazis and the

resurrection of the

State of Israel after

2000 years and the

survival the last 67

years of Israel is an

example that the

Providence of God
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exists and does

intervene for His

children.

However, the ways of

God remain an enigma.

Man in order to survive

must be the actor and

active force . One must

behave that one is on
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his own. One can never

factor in Divine help.

No one today knows

when God will decide

to intervene.

Prayer to God is a duty

dictated by Halacha.

We pray because we

must. We can not for
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one moment relax our

own efforts to solve our

own problems.

With such an ideology

one will not lose faith

when God forbid God

does not come to the

rescue. One must plan

what one will do in the
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contingency God does

not come to the rescue
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